Energy is a fundamental ingredient in economic development and energy consumption is an index of prosperity and the standard of living. The consumption of energy has increased significantly in the last number of decades, as the standard of living has improved. Renewable energy is a sustainable and clean source of energy derived from nature. Renewable energy technology is one of the solutions, which produces energy by transforming natural resources into useful energy forms. When you do something for the first time in the world, you never attain a perfect product or solution from the start. In Central Greece Lamia city, we are the first to design and implement an off-grid energy system using hydrogen energy storage technology and phase change materials for a house residence. The action plan for energy efficiency, a series of directives and incentive mechanisms, mandatory energy certification of buildings, indicate the urgent need to reduce energy consumption in buildings, which results in a more comfortable living, long service life of buildings, which in turn preserves the environment.
Introduction
The building sector, which is consisting of the residential and tertiary sector, consumes the 37% of the final energy in Greece according to the national report of the Greek Centre for Renewable Energy Sources and Saving (CRES) for Energy Efficiency trends and policies in Greece. Since 2000 to 2016, the final energy consumption in households has decreased by 16%. Although until 2006 the households' final consumption was steadily increased, the households sector was one of the first sectors which sustain the effects of the economic recession in final energy consumption. This fact, in combination with the energy efficiency new Laws that have been implemented since 2007, led to the decrease of final energy consumption of household sector.
The introduction of Natural Gas in 1998 and the final energy consumption of renewable energy sources has also increased by 26 % over this period, mainly because of the implemented measures to promote the renewable energy sources in all sectors which resulted to the increasing of the participation of renewable sources and materials in the final energy consumption from 6% in 2000 to 9% in 2013. Finally, mainly because of the increasing of heating oil cost in the last years, the share of electricity consumption in the final consumption has increased from 20% in 2000 to 27% in 2013, leading to the reduction of the share of oil products in the final energy mix of the country. However oil products remain the dominant energy source of final consumers in Greece. energy self-sufficient, is the fact that there are restrictive opportunities for energy saving. Energy could be stored in batteries that are in fact relatively efficient, but these required battery systems are very heavy and contain toxic metals.
Torcellini P. et al.
[11] submitted a good Zero Energy Building (ZEB) definition. A ZEB should first encourage energy efficiency, and then use renewable energy sources available on site. Wind resources for ZEB's are limited because of structural, noise, and wind pattern considerations, and are not typically installed on buildings.
Fuel cells and micro-turbines do not generate energy; rather they typically transform purchased fossil fuels into heat and electricity. Passive solar heating and day-lighting are demand-side technologies and are considered efficiency measures. Energy efficiency is usually available for the life of the building; however, efficiency measures must have good persistence and should be "checked" to make sure they continue to save energy. It is almost always easier to save energy than to produce energy. The most used sources in Greece can be said that coming from PV's because of long period sun in Greece. But the question is "What other primary sources can we take of advantage in Greece?" The answer is Water and wind.
Hydrogen could be a good energy solution, but the technology still has to be developed for the architectural practice. A review of Hydrogen and its properties is given below.
The construction of energy efficient buildings using innovative building materials such as phase change materials (PCM), in addition to improving indoor comfort, energy savings and costs, can be achieved by increasing their market value. Because of its ability to absorb and release energy at predictable temperatures, phase change materials are effective in controlling and maintaining the thermal environment in the building. The use of phase changing materials, materials stored latent energy storage is an effective form of heat. These materials can also contribute into a better living and can lower the energy consumption of a building. [12] A combination system of sun power, water, wind power and PCMs, would be a very "green" system for a house, in order to decrease its energy consumption.
Introduction of Hydrogen Energy
Hydrogen has been used in industrial applications for more than 100 years. Hydrogen offers large potential benefits in terms of reduced emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases and diversified primary energy supply. Like electricity, hydrogen is a quality energy carrier, which can be used with high efficiency and zero emissions and can be made from a variety of feed stocks, including natural gas, coal, biomass, wastes, solar sources, wind, or nuclear sources. Hydrogen vehicles, heating, and power systems have been technically demonstrated. Basic hydrogen technologies such as fuel cells are making rapid progress toward commercialization. If hydrogen were made from renewable or decarbonized fossil sources, it would be possible to have a large-scale energy system with essentially no emissions of pollutants or greenhouse gases. Despite these potential benefits, the development of a hydrogen energy system is often seen as a big technical and economic barrier especially for use in construction sector or private houses. The effect of hydrogen on a range of materials has been studied and there is extensive literature available on the properties of hydrogen and its effects on materials. With the appearance of hydrogen fuel cell applications, the following areas such as the storage of high pressure hydrogen in composite materials, the potential exposure of the public to high-pressure hydrogen fueling operations or the location of high-pressure storage containers, are new.
Hydrogen properties
Hydrogen is a flammable gas with a wide flammability range (4%-75% by volume) and relatively low ignition energy (0.02 millijoules). It has a very low density and therefore must be stored at high pressures (10.000-15.000 psi range) to achieve enough mass for practical use. The ease of ignition and high storage pressure of hydrogen create a large risk associated with hydrogen usage. Hydrogen is a light element. It is colorless and odorless so it is undetectable by human senses, it is a flammable gas and shows several key properties including a specific gravity of 0.0696, which explains its powerful buoyancy, has a boiling point of −423°F, which means that it takes a lot of energy to liquefy hydrogen and that liquid hydrogen presents hazards as a cryogenic fluid, it has a liquid density of 4.23 lb/ft3, which means that it is a light liquid-there is more mass of hydrogen in a gallon of water than in a gallon of liquid hydrogen and finally due to the very low boiling point, a liquid release of hydrogen will rapidly vaporize and very likely not reach the ground in liquid form. [13, 14] .
Hydrogen also has the ability to attack and damage to the point of leakage, certain materials that are used for the construction of storage containers, piping, valves, and other appurtenances. This destructive capability is sometimes referred to as hydrogen embrittlement. The mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement can be complex and vary with several physical parameters including temperature and pressure. Hydrogen's ability to escape through materials based on its destructive abilities and small molecule size also contributes to the risk associated with hydrogen usage.
[15].
Hydrogen is non-toxic. It is also non-poisonous and will cause no ill effect if inhaled with ambient air. Hydrogen is not a pollutant. A release of hydrogen is not known to contribute to atmospheric or water pollution.
Industry and building designers must consider the above properties when designing structures where hydrogen is used or stored and provides redundant safety systems including sensors and ventilation.
Hydrogen production technologies
Like electricity, hydrogen can be produced from diverse primary energy resources. Almost any energy resource can be converted into hydrogen, although some pathways are superior to others in terms of cost, environmental impacts, efficiency, and technological maturity. Development of clean, sustainable, and cost-competitive hydrogen production processes is essential to the market success of hydrogen-powered systems. The production technologies fall into three categories: thermal, electrolytic, and photolytic processes.
[16]. The Electrolytic Processes that water electrolysis uses electricity to split water into hydrogen and oxygen is the most known process in industry. Electrolysis is considered as the cheapest way to produce hydrogen, when the required electricity is derived from renewable energy sources. Hydrogen produced via electrolysis can result in zero greenhouse gas emissions, depending on the source of the electricity used. This process gives one production technology that called water electrolysis. Water electrolysis technology is the most flexible solution to store renewable energy on a large, long-term scale. Using excess renewable electricity the electrolyzer splits water into its constituent parts, hydrogen and oxygen, that can be stored in common tanks. While each hydrogen production technology faces specific technical challenges, some common hurdles exist for most of the technology options. Industry are investing in research, development, and demonstration activities to address these challenges and pave the way for successful commercialization and widespread use of hydrogen as an energy carrier.
Purity is a major issue for any hydrogen system intended for use in fuel cells. Hydrogen production technologies must therefore either produce high-purity hydrogen outright or follow additional purification processes in order not to produce pollution. [17].
Today's capital costs for many hydrogen production technologies are substantially higher than those for other fuels. Developers are working to reduce these costs by applying the hydrogen principles, identifying better materials, decreasing the number of necessary parts, designing simplified systems, and moving into mass production.
Problems such as developing more durable, long-lasting and less expensive membranes, lowcost reactors and receivers, balance storage and production rate capacity for variable demand, increase reliability for high-temperature units and design manufacturing processes for high-volume production at low cost making the use of hydrogen systems difficult to expand their use.
Hydrogen Transmission and distribution
Most existing hydrogen fuelling stations dispense fuel from compressed gas metal tubes that are delivered to the station. This is the most economic system for locations with low fuel demand, if the delivery distance is not too great, and it might be the most suitable in the future in some locations. The principle advantage of tube trailer delivery is that it avoids the high liquefaction cost and high pipeline investment costs that affect other delivery systems. Tube trailer fuelling stations can be cheaper than other hydrogen fuelling stations because the hydrogen is dispensed directly from the tube trailer on-site storage as it is required. Fuelling stations tend to be small because a single tube trailer can store only 250-500 kg and it is impractical to replace the trailer lots of times per day. High costs are the principle disadvantages of tube trailer delivery, particularly for long-distance deliveries. Tube trailers are competitive at short delivery distances, but if the demand is very high then pipelines are a more economic option.
Pipelines are the most efficient method of transporting large quantities of hydrogen, particularly over short distances. Transporting hydrogen through high-pressure steel pipelines is more difficult than transporting methane because of hydrogen embrittlement, which makes strong steel pipes vulnerable to cracking, and because of hydrogen attack that allows reactions with the steel carbon atoms under certain operating conditions, again leading to cracks. [19] Pipelines are one of the most difficult delivery methods because the capital investment costs and energy efficiencies depend on the pipeline length, the diameter and the chosen throughput. Also the regulation or the infrastructure in some countries, like in Greece, is now yet introduced, for housing distribution.
Hydrogen storage systems
The need for a complete energy storage solution is becoming more important in our days. It's a well-known problem for the industry, and there are a number of energy management and storage systems today, but few offer a complete solution. Current buildings are energy dependent on their environment. When we run out of the fossil fuels, renewable energy technologies can and will become more visible in buildings. The hydrogen technology can be a good solution for energy storage because it can be produced out of water. The production can be done by electrolysis, which is driven by renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind energy. The water can come from nearby seas, "green" roofs, drainage, rain water or other possible sources. There is no CO2 emission during the production and use of hydrogen.
The storage is not heavy as a battery system, and it contains no toxic metals so the hydrogen technology can become feasible for buildings. At the moment, several kinds of technologies of hydrogen storage are available. Some of them will be briefly described here. 1. The simplest way is the compressed H2 gas. It is possible at ambient temperature. However, the density of storage is low compared to other methods. 2. The Liquid H2 storage is also possible: from 25% to 45% of the stored energy is required to liquefy the H2. At this method the density of hydrogen storage is very high, but hydrogen boils at about -253ºC and it is necessary to maintain this low temperature, and good insulation is needed. 3. In metal hydride storage the powdered metals absorb hydrogen under high pressures. During this process heat is produced upon insertion and with pressure release and applied heat, the process is reversed. The main problem of this method is the weight of the absorbing material -a tank's mass would be much heavier compared to that of a compressed H2 gas tank. 4. More popular at this time is carbon absorption: the newest field of hydrogen storage. At applied pressure, hydrogen will bond with porous carbon materials such as nano-tubes. [20, 21] Hydrogen can be a good energy storing solution, but the technology still has to be developed for the architectural practice, so there are no fully hydrogen powered projects built on such a public building scale.
A good example of hydrogen technology in architecture is the Amsterdam Pavilion which is a business and science center in Amsterdam north at the NDSM old shipyard-terrain. The researchers gave an answer to the question 'What are the possibilities for hydrogen as an energy carrier in combination with renewable energy in buildings and how both technologies can integrate as an architectonic aspect in the design?'
The Amsterdam Pavilion example
A small pavilion was designed based on the research of Bernard Aukema in 2012 [22] and hydrogen technology researches. The location for the project in Amsterdam was chosen because of the environmental conditions and the local area. At the chosen location there was a lot of wind, and there were no obstructions that could block the solar irradiance. There was also chosen a floating pavilion, which means that the building could easily turn into the sea. It could rotate with the sun, which increases the amount of energy that could be generated. The research was divided in to three aspects: Generation of energy, storage of energy and use of energy. These three aspects were researched separately and all three led to led to the use of solar panels and a wind turbine for energy generation.
In order to make the wind energy profitable, a very large flow area for a wind turbine and solar panels were required. The wind turbine was chosen because it was very stable, had not so much vibrations, had a good efficiency and also was consistent with the shape of the design.
There is a difference between horizontal and vertical-axis wind turbines. The horizontal orientated wind turbines are the most famous but today the three-blade wind turbines have established. The disadvantage of these wind turbines was that they run very fast, and this would cause vibrations. This is not really desirable in buildings, especially if they are constructed from reinforced concrete like most of the buildings in Greece. The idea was to construct a building from steel materials that absorbing small movements and vibrations. The vertical wind turbines have the advantage to be always directed correctly on the wind. Vertical-axis wind turbines use the lift principle and in theory could reach 59 % efficiency. This is the maximum amount of energy we can generate out of a certain flow surface.
In addition to this, there was chosen photovoltaic solar cells, which are mainly focused towards the sun. Furthermore, the angle of the sun panels was adaptable to the angle of the sun. All the above calculations have been made due to Amsterdam environmental conditions and the place that the building had to be constructed. It was also taken into account the type of PV cells and the efficiency.
The energy that generated was converted into hydrogen through electrolysis of water. One advantage of electrolysis is that the energy is stored as a gas, and not in a heavy battery, which contains harmful toxic metals, which gets a lower quality over time. A disadvantage of hydrogen storage is that it requires a large volume. To solve this problem, the gas was compressed, which has the effect that at higher pressures, a stronger tank is needed and the compression to higher pressures costs more energy. So it was desirable to keep the pressure as low as possible. In the design the compression tanks were stored in the foundations of the building. The tanks were protected from the outside with air tanks that stabilized the building. This is because the construction was floating.
If you want to produce hydrogen gas out of water from the architectonic environment, we can state that this water will never be pure H2O. The best water could be rain water, but also that water should be purified or at least filtered. The same problems will occur with seawater. Because of the pollution, the electrolyzers can become clogged. An option is to filter the water, using a semi-permeable membrane, but that cost energy in the form of pressure.
The use of wind and solar energy is not always trustworthy. If it is not windy, less energy is generated, the same for sun-energy when the sun is not shining. Both systems have advantages and disadvantages. A major advantage of wind energy is that wind energy can also be produced at night. Solar energy can only be produced during the day. Furthermore, solar energy is very sensitive to the direction and angle of the sun. If the panels are not orientated right, less energy will be generated.
In the design the solar panels could complement with the wind turbine. Besides wind energy, solar energy was integrated in the design as photovoltaic solar cells (PV-cells). Photovoltaic solar cells can produce electric voltages upon exposure to light. The building in Amsterdam was consisted of a wind turbine that generates wind energy, solar panels (PV-cells) and storage tanks, located in the 'legs' of the building. Hydrogen was generated with the energy from the solar panels and wind turbine and would be compressed and stored in the middle of the legs. The outer tanks were used for the floating stability of the pavilion. The system had also a floater, at the water level. The building was separated from this floater. [22] Finally, after assumptions and calculations, the proposal was to make hydrogen and oxygen out of solar energy and rainwater, to use hydrogen and oxygen to produce electricity. Wind energy will be used to compress the gases to their tanks and to purify the water before the electrolyzers split the water. The electrolyzer's membrane and catalysts work to take advantage of an electrochemical reaction in order to separate the oxygen and hydrogen molecules of water. The explosive hydrogen tanks were placed outside the building and the oxygen tanks were placed in the entrance hall. The fuel cells would be operational in the winter periods, so this heat was used to heat the building. Also the air that is blown through the fuel cells warmed up and could be used as warm ventilation air.
Even if Dutch engineers managed to design an autonomous "green" building like this, the cost is very high. In Greece there is a problem in building regulations and it is very difficult for engineers to take permits for a construction like this, because of earthquakes. There is also a problem in building regulations for using new systems for heating and cooling. If we follow the European Union's regulations for 2020, Greece has to achieve a 20% lower use of carbon dioxide and to add 20% new "green" materials and 20% more renewable energy in construction, new systems have to be imported. Although hydrogen is not always more efficient than a battery system, it has a lot of advantages, as described in the report. In combination with renewable energy it seems to be feasible in architecture.
The central question in this detailed installation system is 'Is enough electricity? If there is not enough electricity that generated by the solar panels during winter or night, hydrogen will be transformed into electricity. If there is too much electricity during summer or day, water will be split and hydrogen and oxygen will be stored in tanks. The situation is feasible when the tanks do not run out of hydrogen in the winter period.
The hydrogen expression is an important aspect. The next thing in construction is the materialization of electrolyzers or the use of materials that will decrease the energy consumption that we can produce from renewable sources. A new approach in construction is the import of Phase Change Materials.
Phase change Materials in buildings
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Phase change materials (PCM) represent an innovative solution that can contribute to the improvement of the energy performance of buildings. Phase change is the transition of a system from one state of matter to another by heat transfer. For example, from a solid state a material can change to a liquid state or from a liquid state a material can change to a gas. Heat transfer is the process of thermal exchange between different systems. Generally the net heat transfer between two systems will be from the hotter system to the cooler system. Heat transfer is particularly important in buildings for determining the design of the building and for designing the passive and active systems necessary to deliver the required thermal conditions for the minimum consumption of resources.
Home heating accounts for 35% of the average domestic power bills. The reasons that engineers want to reduce this usage are both financial and environmental. Financial reasons are clear, the less money spent as an individual or business on energy needs, the more money available for other things. Ecologically, awareness in the general population of the growing need to reduce human use of finite natural resources is increasing. Further to this, comfort and health resulting from appropriate conditions in the interior environment are a factor. Providing warmer, more efficient homes in the future is good for not just the individuals but has become essential for every nation.
PCMs, although much more expensive than available lightweight insulation materials in their current state of development, also have the potential to reduce the energy needed for space heating and cooling whilst improving the comfort of the space, in residential applications. This is because better use can be made of the "free" energy of the sun coming through windows.
Phase change materials (PCMs) applications
The applications of phase change materials increasing rapidly. PCM applications in green buildings include several development models. Anyone with thick brick or stone walls has probably noticed that their home takes a long time to heat or cool during the day. This is because for years engineers have employed high mass materials that slow the flow of temperature, as a means to build passive, eco-friendly buildings. While these materials work well at regulating temperature fluctuations, they can be expensive, require additional structure and eat up building square footage. Thankfully, scientists have been working hard on developing the same technology, but on a microscopic level, in the form of phase change materials. [23, 24] The basic idea of passive buildings and thermal mass, is building materials with a high mass (water, stone or concrete) collect and store heat throughout the day, and then slowly release it as the temperature drops. Ideally this design technique is used in climates that have extreme temperature fluctuations from day to night, or season to season like in Greece. The thermal mass in a building's efficiency reduce the need for heating and cooling equipment -and is done so without any moving parts.
Phase change materials (PCM) provide thermal mass, but on a much smaller scale. PCM work by melting and solidifying at a specific temperature -heat is absorbed at the solid state, and when the material reaches a standard temperature, it changes to a liquid and releases the stored energy (heat). When the temperature falls below a predetermined degree, the PCM re-solidifies and the process repeats. Most PCM must be encapsulated to be stored and prevent evaporation and absorption. [23, 24] There are several sectors in building industry that are looking to incorporate PCM into their materials and products -some examples of this included in drywalls, windows, concrete and insulation in building applications. For example, when PCM are embedded into a drywall, an entire building is capable of storing energy, rather than just its exterior walls (where masonry is typically used). By using drywall embedded with PCM as thermal mass, instead of masonry, bricks or concrete, the building gains square footage that typically would've been lost to thick walls, and needs less structural support, which can get very expensive. Though a wide portfolio of PCM materials are available in nature, but there is hardly any single PCM which has all the desirable characteristics of an ideal PCM. So choice of PCM should be made according to the system necessity, the required operating temperature and the specific applications. The range is arranged into categories like organics, inorganics and eutectics. The most common PCM's come in the form of paraffin, non-paraffins, salt hydrates or metallics, each with their own advantages and disadvantages.
Phase changes can be a mechanism for heat transfer in buildings. When systems change phase, they absorb or release significant amounts of heat energy. The systems themselves do not change temperature as the energy generated by the physical process of changing the state of the system.
For example, when water evaporates, it absorbs heat, producing a cooling effect. So when water evaporates from the surface of a building, this has a cooling effect. Conversely, when water condenses it releases heat.
Phase change is also important in refrigeration, where refrigerant gases absorb heat from the cooling medium as they evaporate, and release heat when they condense, which is rejected to the outside (or recovered). The exact opposite of this process is used to generate heat in heat pumps.
Phase change materials are used in a range of applications in the technical and building sector. In the latter case, they are mainly used in walls and ceilings, drink cooling, drink vending, air conditioning, cooling, water heating, solar heating, waste heat storage, heat rejection systems, telecommunication shelter cooling, electronic / battery cooling or heat pumps. [25] [26] [27] However in the recent years a trend towards integrating these materials into transparent envelope components is being observed.
Considering the fact that the transparent envelope components, particularly in warm climates, are more vulnerable to thermal losses due to their higher thermal transmittance and higher radiation losses, the incorporation of phase change materials into transparent components is a special importance.
More than 500 natural and synthetic PCM are known. They differ from each other by their phase change temperature ranges and their heat storage capacities. Other properties of PCM for a high efficient cooling system with thermal energy system include the melting temperature in the desired operating range where in construction this would be 23°C or 26°C, the storage of the amount of heat per unit of volume, minimizing the area of PCM tiles that are needed, high thermal conductivity where the quicker the PCM reacts to changes in temperature, the more effective the phase changes will be, congruent melting that means that the composition of the liquid is the same as that of the solid, which is important to prevent separation and super cooling, the reversible freezing/melting cycle, the durability over a large number of cycles and if the PCM is flammable or not.
Some of the most known PCM in global market are the following:  Bio PCM: It is a rolled mat that contains PCM and it is installed between insulation and drywall layers and can be located in walls and ceiling.  Glass X: It is an insulated glazing unit that can be used as full glass walls and windows. The unit has an outer pane of glass that reflects high-angle sun and allows low-angle sunlight to pass. Sunlight that is transmitted through this outer glass passes through inner polycarbonate channels that are embedded with salt-hydrate PCM. These PCM store the heat from the sunlight, and release the heat to the interior of the building as the temperature cools.  Thermal CORE: It is a drywall panel embedded with paraffin PCM. The microscopic paraffin capsules absorb and distribute heat as the wax melts and solidifies with temperature fluctuations.
[24, 28-31] Construction applications use phase-change materials as they change between their solid and liquid states, rather than between a liquid and a gas state, as the volume change is far less. This does present the practical problem of containing the material in its liquid state. An effective solution here is microencapsulation. The idea is that the PCM, in the form of a wax, is contained in an extremely hard plastic shell. The capsules have a very large surface-volume ratio; they allow a high level of heat transfer, while also protecting the paraffin to keep it in its pure form. Pure paraffin is a suitable material for the wax because it undergoes less expansion than other PCM, maintains its form in a liquid state and is highly durable. The most known material is BASF Micronal DS microcapsules.
Because heat rises, an effective use of PCM microcapsules is to place them in a cassette and add them to a suspended ceiling tile. As paraffin is flammable, the PCM insert must be sandwiched between tiles in a material with a good fire reaction performance, such as metal. A metal tile also offers good thermal conductivity, pulling the heat through into the PCM. A typical loading of 50% of the ceiling in PCM tiles will maintain the temperature in a typical mechanically ventilated area at 24°C for up to four to five hours. After that, the room will continue to heat up as before, until the heating load reduces. The other 50% of tiles can be service tiles or standard acoustic ceiling tiles.
With cooler night-time temperatures, the PCM will return to solid form, transferring the heat energy back into the room. This means that the room is not too cool first thing in the morning but at a comfortable working temperature, and the PCM tiles are reset for another day. Using metal PCM ceiling tiles in this way can lead to significant reductions in energy use. For example, 10sq can store up to 2kWh of energy. Over a 30-year lifecycle, this saves 6MWh of thermal energy. The most known PCM ceiling material is the Armstrong Cool Zone product. This system is currently being trialed and preliminary results show that it is working well.
Dupont's Energain is another PCM that is used in construction. It consists of paraffin-based gel held between two sheets of conductive aluminum which is designed to be sealed behind plasterboard walls or above ceiling panels so that they act as a fire-retardant barrier to the material. The PCM is formulated to absorb heat above 22°C, storing it until the temperature drops below 18°C, when it releases it back to the room. It is claimed that it can help reduce heat consumption by 15% and air conditioning costs by 35 
%. [28-31]
Infinite R is a triple layer membrane both flexible and tough. The product changes from a dense solid to a liquid. It can be used for ceilings, roofs and external or internal walls. Infinite R acts as a thermal energy sponge that intercepts and absorbs heat energy, then releases it later as the heat source is removed. Unlike traditional thermal mass applications however, Infinite R releases its heat only at one specific temperature. This enables Infinite R to slowly release its trapped thermal energy over a longer period of time thereby modulating room temperatures and reducing thermal loads. [32] All the above materials although they are more expensive than the conventional product they replace, other expensive products have found a place in making the low energy/zero energy building, such as photovoltaic panels and high specification glazing systems. The momentum for the widespread use of PCM has started but the accessible information has been limited. Many PCM materials are undergoing testing as it is very difficult to be applicable for a variety of climates and desired temperature ranges. However, many PCM products are already being integrated into the construction industry in Europe. This seems like such an innovative, yet simple idea, and we're eager to see how it evolves within the Greek building industry.
In 2015, Murat Ozdenefe and Jonathan Dewsbury [33] studied through simulation the effect of incorporating a phase change material wallboard with a phase change temperature of 26C in a house in Cyprus. A lot of scenarios were considered for the same building geometry, each having different constructions. Two construction styles were used: perforated clay brick walls with reinforced concrete slabs and cellular concrete block walls with cellular concrete slabs. Each construction style was used in two different thicknesses. Simulations were carried out for the city of Larnaca for the cooling season only (May-October). The results showed that with this particular phase change material product, indoor air temperatures and cooling energies supplied to the building could be reduced by up to 1.7C and 14.0%.
First, the buildings were simulated without any air conditioning system in order to find the resulting indoor air temperatures. Dynamic thermal simulations of a typical residential building from Cyprus were carried out with and without PCM linings. It has been found that the PCM lining is most effective in cellular concrete block walls with cellular concrete slabs, which is the one having thinner walls and slabs made up from lightweight cellular concrete. In each scenario, adding a PCM lining reduced in indoor air temperatures and cooling energies supplied. Therefore, it is concluded that this particular PCM product can be employed for excess temperature control and to reduce cooling energy supplied in houses in Cyprus. It is most effective in buildings that have a fast response to shortwave radiation and also a low capacity for heat storage. In particular, increasing the ventilation rate during the night when the air is relatively cool would increase the effectiveness of the PCM lining. [ 
33-35]
So as a result of the above, we could say that new technology applications for buildings will be very important in construction and in people's life. What we have to see next, is how to import this new system for Greek buildings and how we can connect sun, wind, water and PCM for an autonomous "Green building".
A Greek model Future Case study
In Greece it's an issue to allow wind and solar energy to be plugged into the grid without , a net metering system for autonomous producers is introduced for the first time in Greece. The new net metering scheme pertains only to solar PV systems and is applicable to all solar PV systems that aim for self-consumption, thus expands to both rooftop and ground-mounted systems. The upper limit for residential net-metering PV installations in Greece's mainland grid is set at 20 kWp. [38, 39] This work will investigate an assumption for the use of a multi-complex system that contains PV solar panels, wind turbines, hydrogen fuel and PCM's, the thermal performance of a typical building in Greece and the effect of application of a particular passive technology with the aim of reducing indoor air temperatures and energy supplied for the cooling season. Phase change materials for passive building applications and hydrogen systems are a new technology and have not been tested for the buildings of Greece by computer simulation or practical application.
In order to examine the energy efficiency of single-family home in Greece, a two story building with basement and a flat roof was chosen as a representative single-family house type building. The average age of the building is close to thirty years. The house is designed for an average Greek family of four. It will occupy a total constructed area of 200 m2 with two floors. The description on the existing conditions of this representative building is based on information about the location, surrounding, environment, envelope shading, ventilation, domestic hot water, as well as details regarding the energy consumption behavior of the building.
Greece is characterized by hot climate conditions and long duration summer periods. Given the weather data obtained from the Greek Air conditioning units are the main cooling and heating devices installed in residential buildings in Greece due to the high costs of petrol. An average of 12.000 Wh will be needed. A typical house in Greece needs the following appliances such as two TVs (700Wh), a washing machine (1500Wh), a dryer (1300Wh), a dish washer (1800Wh), a freezer 450 lt (480W), a microwave (500Wh), a toaster (180Wh), a blender (127Wh), an iron and a vacuum cleaner (3500Wh), a desktop PC and a laptop (1300Wh), a DVD player and a stereo (200Wh), a hair dryer (200Wh), an electric stove (7500Wh), a coffee machine (200Wh), a boiler 120 lt (3000 Wh) and finally the house lighting (2500Wh). The total daily power consumption is 36.987 Wh. This was calculated assuming all the home cooling or heating and electrical appliances are working at the same time.
A total yearly power of 13.500 kWh has been calculated to be the amount of power needed by the family in order to live comfortable.
A "green house" in Greece can get its primary energy from geothermal heat, hydroelectric energy, wind energy or solar energy. Most of the primary sources are turned into electricity and then used conventionally for home appliances. The extra energy is used to convert water into hydrogen by electrolysis, for further storage, to fuel house during winter time or when we don't have enough wind or sun. When the system produces more electricity than the household requires, the excess is directed to the electrolyzer to produce hydrogen for further storage and usage. The use of PCM's in construction can help the final electricity costs of the house by reducing the temperature and use less electricity from cooling or heating equipment. A green house needs some extra water for the electrolysis procedure. This will come from the waste "grey water" of a green roof garden system, from the rain water or from the irrigation system of the garden. So a total autonomous off grid system for a Greek house can consist of PV panels, a small wind turbine and a hydrogen fuel system. This system has to achieve a total energy consumption of at least 13.500 kWh a year.
A common PV system in Lamia city area in Central Greece has to be constructed with 30 degrees slope inclination and in south direction in order to achieve 100% efficiency. If PV sources cannot deliver the amount of energy needed by the house, the wind turbine and the hydrogen system will makes up the difference.
PV Energy
Designing a solar power system takes careful thought and planning. The size of the photovoltaic cells (PV) and its components are important. Photovoltaic cells are made of semiconducting materials. When sunlight is absorbed by these materials, the solar energy releases electrons from their atoms, allowing the electrons to flow through the material to produce electricity. The electricity generated by the PV cells will be used directly by the house appliances, while the extra energy generated will be used to power up the hydrogen electrolyzer. The utility interfaced solar power system includes: Photovoltaic cells, a combiner where the output of the array feeds to this component. This is needed to protect the individual circuits from the array and creates a single point output for the cable that runs out to the controller and an inverter that changes the DC current from the PV cells into 240 volt AC current. The potential for a 10 kWp photovoltaic (PV) power plant is going to be examined in order to achieve the best solution for Lamia city area.
The area required for mounting a PV array depends on the output power desired and the type of module used. For a 10KWp PV we need 140 sq.m.
In 2012, J.G. Fantidis, et al.
[42] investigated the PV output electricity in Greece by using the HOMER software. Given the global solar irradiation and the clearness index at a certain site, HOMER calculated the net energy output of the PV system. A part of this energy is lost in the inverter. The available solar potential almost coincided with the corresponding electrical energy consumption. It was obvious that higher values of solar radiation were considered during summer months and minor in the winter months. The electricity obtained from the 20ΚWp solar system for Lamia city was 30.000 kWh/year. Assuming that for a 10KWp solar system, the electricity consumption is much less than that of a 20KW, the electricity for the house will be nearly 12.000 -12500 kWh/year. So there will be a difference of 1.500kWh/year that we need from another energy source. Table 1 : Annual sunshine duration (in hours) in Lamia, Greece
From the above table, it is easy to understand that PV produces more energy between April to September. The problem is for the winter where the PV system doesn't achieve the maximum production. The renewable source we need to produce extra energy for the house will be the wind energy. We are going to produce energy from a system that contains small wind turbines, a tower and the inverter.
Wind Energy
Wind energy systems provide a cushion against electricity price increases and this is another way to produce hydrogen in a clean and sustainable way. Although wind energy systems involve a significant initial investment, they can be competitive with conventional energy sources when taken into account that future electricity costs are greatly reduced or avoided altogether.
The length of the payback period (this applies as well the Solar PV system) depends on the system to be chosen, the wind resource in the planned building site and how the wind system is going to be used. The selection of the site of a small wind turbine to be erected should be chosen carefully due to the complexity of the terrain.
The power in the wind is proportional to its speed. This means that the amount of power produced by the generator goes up exponentially as the wind speed increases. The wind system consists of a wind turbine, a tower, wiring, and the "balance of system" components such as controllers, and inverters. No batteries will be used since the extra electricity will be directed to the electrolyzer in order to produce hydrogen. Wind turbines will consist of a rotor and a generator mounted on a frame. Through the spinning blades, the rotor captures the kinetic energy of the wind and converts it into motion to drive the generator. Rotors can have two or three blades. The best indication of how much energy a turbine will produce is the diameter of the rotor, which determines the quantity of wind intercepted by the turbine. The frame is the strong central axis bar onto which the rotor and generator are attached. Because wind speeds increase with height in flat terrain, the turbine is mounted on a tower. Generally speaking, the higher the tower, the more power the wind system can produce. The problem is that we cannot use a tower in urban areas like Lamia city because of the local permits and the sound in urban areas. Finally an inverter will be used in order to perform exactly the same as with the PV cells.
In 2013, Bandekas D. et al. [41] calculated the net energy output of the wind turbine in Lamia city by using the HOMER software. The researcher found that in Lamia city the annual production of energy from a 2.5 KW wind turbine was 3.190 KW/year.
If we assume, that we use a small 1, 5 KW wind roof turbine in the house, the energy we can gain will be about 1.500 kWh per year. So the contribution in electricity for a Lamia's city house will be 128 KWh per month or 4,1 KW daily. This is quite low efficiency for our demands but if we add 32,9 KW daily from the PV we have a total energy production of 37 KW electricity from renewable sources.
As we can see form the above calculations, the electricity we produced for the house will be close to 13.500 kWh per year. So there is not any other need for more energy. The problem is if we cannot reach the above KWh cause of small windy periods or from periods with no sun. Then we need some more energy that we have to produce it from water. All the energy consumption we calculated is coming to an average house in Greece per year.
The majority of buildings in Greece were built from the conventional building materials: brick and mortar, concrete (with or without steel reinforcement), steel or timber frames for structural components, insulation for reduction of the air conditioning load and brick walls within the buildings. Even if Greek engineers started to use better insulation materials and techniques we need to improve the indoor living of a house. The micro-encapsulated phase change materials with the filling on the basis of paraffin, built into mortars, walls, gypsum boards, glazing systems, ceilings or floors, provide passive conditioning of internal areas and reduction of energy consumption in buildings.
Thermal characteristics of the existing buildings can also be improved by increasing their heat storing mass, by installing the PCM products which results in decrease of use of energy obtained from the combustion of fossil fuels emission of CO2 into the atmosphere.
Evaluations of the energy saving potential of PCM in building materials are limited but a lot of laboratory tests showed a reduction of cooling load between 10-15%. In general, the available data suggest the initial assessment that PCM in building materials can reduce the annual consumption of cooling energy in residential buildings for as much 10%, but that they do not significantly reduce the heating energy consumption. Athienitis, Oliver et al. [44] [45] [46] concluded that gypsum wallboards attached on the vertical walls of an experimental outdoor test room in Montreal, reduced the total heating load of approximately 15%.
But how much energy can we produce daily for electricity and heating/cooling appliances? As we said, the calculations for a 200 m2 dwelling appliances assumed to work at the same time. From ELSTAT the average electricity in a house is 59,8 % for heating, 6,3% for hot water, 17,4% for cooking, 1,7 % for cooling, 1,9% for lighting and 12,9% for the electrical appliances.
So an average house in Lamia city in Greece needs about 61,5% of its energy consumption for heating and cooling. If we take into account that our calculations were 12.000 Wh from air-conditions, then by using PCM in construction we can reduce the heating and cooling loads by 15% is almost 1800 Wh reduction and finally the total daily power consumption is going to be 35 KW.
This source, for our investigation will be the hydrogen system. We are going to produce energy from a system that uses the extra electricity from PVs and wind turbine, in daily basis and the use of grey water from a green garden roof system or from rainfall water. A good stand alone hydrogen system would be at least 5.0 KW.
The Hydrogen System
This would be the most renewable option and is typical for fully and partially off-grid applications. In this case we can take power when it's available and use it to generate hydrogen by electrolyzing water.
This Hydrogen is then stored for periods when we do not have power available. A common scenario might be if we have solar we may use excess solar power during the day to generate hydrogen, then when the sun goes down or on a cloudy day we can consume the hydrogen we generated previously to generate electricity in the fuel cell. A typical hydrogen system contains an electrolysis generator, water tank, a storage tank, fuel cell and their components.
Hydrogen can be stored in many ways. Metal Hydrides is the most likely system to be chosen for the Greek house because the volume of the tanks is not large and has to do with safety issues. Metal hydrides are metallic alloys that absorb hydrogen into their molecular structure at contact. When the hydrides absorb hydrogen, they generate heat. The heat has to be removed from the hydrides in order for them to continue absorbing hydrogen until they reach a saturated state. Tanks need to be quite large and will be heavy which is not a problem because they will be placed underground near the house. Metal hydrides are very attractive for hydrogen storage in consideration of their inherent safety and good performance characteristics. This system is able to store hydrogen inside of the metallic structure of the hydride: it's a more compact and safe solution in comparison with the traditional high pressure bottles. An alternative design is to store the hydrogen in a near-ambient temperature and atmospheric metal hydride (MH) storage. One advantage of the Metal Hydrides storage is that requires less space than a 120 bar pressure vessel with the same capacity. However, the greatest advantage is that it can be coupled directly to low pressure electrolyzers, thus eliminating the need for a compressor.
This system is able to store hydrogen inside of the metallic structure of the hydride. This is a more compact and safe solution in comparison with the traditional high pressure bottles. [47-51]
The electrolyzers
Electrolyzers generate Hydrogen by splitting the water molecule H2O into its constituent elements Hydrogen and Oxygen in a process which is the reverse of the electrochemical action which takes place in a fuel cell. Electrolysis cells are characterized by their electrolyte type. There are two types of low temperature electrolysis: Alkaline and Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM). Both Alkaline and PEM technologies have the ability to deliver:
 On site and on demand hydrogen (load following)  Pressurized hydrogen without a compressor  99.999% pure, dry and carbon-free hydrogen
In alkaline electrolysis the reaction occurs in a solution composed of water and liquid electrolyte between two electrodes. When a sufficient voltage is applied between the two electrodes, at the cathode water molecules take electrons to make OH⁻ ions and H2 molecule. OH⁻ ions travel through the 30% KOH electrolyte towards the anode where they combine and give up their extra electrons to make water, electrons, and O2. A PEM electrolyser uses an ionically conductive solid polymer. When potential difference (voltage) is applied between the two electrodes, negatively charged Oxygen in the water molecules give up their electron at the anode to make protons, electrons, and O2 at the anode. The H+ ions travel through the proton conducting polymer towards the cathode where they take an electron and become neutral H atoms which combine to make H2 at the cathode. The electrolyte and two electrodes are sandwiched between two bipolar plates. The role of bipolar plate is to transport water to the plates, transport product gases away from the cell, conduct electricity, and circulate a coolant fluid to cool down the process. Some cooling will be required to cool down the process and produced gas, a water treatment system will be installed in order to produce demineralized water from the supplied tap water, rain water, a purification system will clean the hydrogen to deliver high purity gas according to the customer's specifications, a power rack will be installed to manage the power needed for the reaction (converting the AC current delivered by the grid into a direct current used for the process) and a control panel will allow the operator to have an overview of the complete package. All these wisely selected and specifically manufactured equipment will then either be installed in a building or packaged in an outdoor housing. [52, 53] Considering a most effective strategy regarding the supply of hydrogen to the consumer, water electrolysis from non fossil fuel power generation is appointed as the preferred method of hydrogen production. The electrolyzers that are based on Polymer -Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) separators and alkaline, can be used for this study, because they can achieve high efficiencies. The electrolyzers assume to be at least 6 KW.
The fuel cell
A fuel cell is a device that converts chemical potential energy (energy stored in molecular bonds) into electrical energy. A PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) cell uses hydrogen gas (H2) and oxygen gas (O2) as fuel. The products of the reaction in the cell are water, electricity, and heat. There are many types of fuel cells, but they all consist of an anode, a cathode, and an electrolyte that allows positively charged hydrogen ions (protons) to move between the two sides of the fuel cell. The anode and cathode contain catalysts that cause the fuel to undergo oxidation reactions that generate positively charged hydrogen ions and electrons. The hydrogen ions are drawn through the electrolyte after the reaction. At the same time, electrons are drawn from the anode to the cathode through an external circuit, producing direct current electricity. At the cathode, hydrogen ions, electrons, and oxygen react to form water. Combined heat and power (CHP) fuel cell systems are used to generate both electricity and heat for homes. The system generates constant electric power and at the same time produces hot air and water from the waste heat. As the result these systems have the potential to save primary energy as they can make use of waste heat which is generally rejected by thermal energy conversion systems. From the energy we decrease from using phase change materials we can have a lower electricity of 15% so the extra electricity can be used for the production of Hydrogen.
The fuel cell will be placed in the back of the garage with the hydrogen fuel pump. The fuel cell stack combines the hydrogen with oxygen and produces electricity. In order to get the energy from the electrons in the hydrogen atom, the proton exchange membrane (PEM) in the fuel cell splits the hydrogen into protons and electrons. The electrons provide energy and are combined again with the protons on the other side of the PEM. There they combine with oxygen and leave the fuel cell as a water molecule.
[53]
The power generation will be achieved by the use of a stationary fuel cell stack located in the house garage rated to 5 kW of output power.
Battery as electricity storage -converters -Hydrogen and water control system
The battery is typically used in photovoltaic-hydrogen system. In our system battery has priority because it has less inefficiency comparing to the fuel cell. Neither electrolyser nor fuel cell can start without electricity, therefore battery should be considered in the system. The key physical properties of the battery are its nominal voltage, capacity, lifetime and minimum state of charge. Our system also needs a converter of 48 V DC -220 VAC and finally a hydrogen and water control system. What should first be borne in mind when choosing a suitable control system is that best energy use occurs when it is Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 10 October 2017 doi:10.20944/preprints201710.0066.v1 sent directly to meet load demands, next best is when it passes through the battery and lastly when hydrogen transformation takes place.
Conclusion
The purpose of this article is to define and design a stand -alone off grid power system based on renewable energy sources. These sources will be sun, wind and water. Due to environmental conditions, this system is going to be tested in a Greek house. The house is located in Lamia city in Central Greece. The construction of the house will follow the Greek Regulations, Laws and Energy Performance of Greek Buildings Directive. The energy consumption of a typical two storey dwelling of 200 m2 was calculated in addition to its construction materials and the environmental conditions of the area. An assumption of the use of Phase change materials in its building envelope has been made.
The house will consist of heating system, cooling system and the house appliances. The power system will consist of photovoltaic array, wind turbines and hydrogen technology based energy storage system. Energy storage system will consist basically of the electrolyser, the hydrogen storage tank and the fuel cell. Excess solar energy can be used by electrolyser for hydrogen production. Produced hydrogen will be stored in the tank for subsequent use in fuel cell for power production. The power system will be controlled by automatic control. If the stand alone system cannot provide the energy that the house needs, then "grey" water from a green roof or rainfall water can be collected to produce more hydrogen.
Phase change materials (PCM) represent an innovative solution that can contribute to the improvement of the energy performance of buildings. Recently a trend towards integrating PCMs into transparent envelope components is observed. This article aims to present the main solutions proposed in the literature for applications in the past few years for PCMs integrated into buildings elements. All of the PCM have good potentials to reduce heating and cooling loads by enhancing the storage capacity of the building envelope. Further research is recommended and more tests required for a "Green" Greek house in order to use different types of construction. The potential use of PCMs in construction material, heat transfer and other applications are promising. PCMs should be incorporated further in Greek energy management solutions due to the stress for innovations with a low impact on the environment. Energy storage can play an important role in the development and operation of environmentally friendly renewable energy systems. The integrated water, wind and solar energy system, based on long-term seasonal storage of electrolytic hydrogen, is considered as a promising solution to overcome the limitations associated with the intermittency of the renewable sources. Recent developments in fuel cells are beginning to make possible a promising alternative to batteries for storage of energy from solar or wind electric power systems. With this in mind, we designed an energy production-storage system based on PV, wind turbines and fuel cell concept. With such an integrated system, is expected to provide reliable, environmentally valuable power to house installations. Optimization of this system would be possible by successive computer simulations under various scenarios. In my opinion, it is the responsibility of the engineer to address the impact of existing residential buildings by retrofitting solutions with the aim of reducing the energy consumption and eventually improving the quality of life. Engineers, in collaboration with energy experts, can work properly to provide effective solutions. With the guidance of the new directive, along with their personal knowledge and experience in energy efficiency they can help bring about increased energy building performance.
This article is just an explanation depending upon simple calculations. To explore it further, a proper simulation tool or software is required, which will take into account the stand alone power system model equations with all the components mathematical models, so that the system performance can further be evaluated and analyzed. Also the cost of such systems, the health and safety regulations or the construction permits according to Greek Laws, are very important factors for the use of such a standalone system or materialization techniques for Greek houses.
Bearing in mind that the electricity cost for consumers in Greece a lot of money, the present article demonstrates that hydrogen off grid autonomous power systems from renewable sources can play an important role in Greek energy generation.
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